Getting from Schiphol to the RAI, Holiday Inn and Novotel

Before you decide to take a taxi, you should know that the price of a taxi ride may easily be up to ten times the price of a train ride. The best way to go from Schiphol to Amsterdam (or any other city) is by train. Schiphol railway station is located directly beneath the airport. Follow the signs for ‘Trains’ after leaving the baggage hall.

Train tickets can be bought at NS ticket machines (with a blue sign and white NS logo on top) and the Tickets & Service counter at Schiphol Plaza (past customs). Schiphol Plaza is the yellow-colored area on the map above, with many shops and restaurants; the train area, where the Ticket & Service counter is located, is just in the middle of the Plaza. Buy your ticket before going down to the platforms. Train tickets can only be bought by cash, or by a bank or credit card with a chip; if you have a swipe-only credit card, please prepare to pay your ticket by cash. The price of the train ticket from Schiphol to Amsterdam RAI is €3.60.

Local trains (sprinters) from Schiphol to Amsterdam RAI leave roughly every 15 minutes at hh:11, hh:27, hh:41, and hh:57 from platform 1–2; at the platform, please check the monitors for the actual side from which the train will depart. The trains that leave at hh:11 and hh:41 have Ammern-Oostvaarders as their direction/destination; the trains that leave at hh:27 and hh:57 have Hilversum as their direction/destination. Be careful not to board an intercity train or a local train with the direction Amsterdam Centraal (with stops at Amsterdam Lelylaan and Amsterdam Sloterdijk) or Utrecht (with stops at Amsterdam Zuid and Amsterdam Bijlmer ArenA).
You may want to check the Dutch railway travel planner at http://www.ns.nl, which offers an English version, as well: http://www.ns.nl/en/travellers/home. Buying a ticket online and getting it delivered to your mailbox will only work if you can pay by iDeal; there is no possibility to pay by credit card while ordering tickets online. In addition to the website, the NS (Nederlandse Spoorwegen = Dutch Railways) has a very nice app; go to the app store and search for ‘NS Reisplanner Xtra’. The app can be set to English.

The train ride from Schiphol to Amsterdam RAI takes 10–11 minutes, with one stop (Amsterdam Zuid) in between; there is no need to buy a first-class ticket. At Amsterdam RAI, the train arrives at platform 1. You go down to street level to exit the station. While the RAI is located north of the station, Holiday Inn and Novotel are located south; for your orientation: the train from Schiphol to Amsterdam RAI is driving east. Please check the map below for details; note that the top of the map points west and that the train was driving down.

For those of you who bring a smartphone and want to have an offline map of Amsterdam (with search option), I can advise the app ‘Amsterdam Offline City Map.’

Be aware of the many bicycles!
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